LRC: Media Collection

List of Video Tapes and DVD's

AA Fellowship and Recovery Program, JOHN BEIRNE - Part I-1987-
(DVD)

AA Fellowship and Recovery Program, JOHN BEIRNE - Part II- 1987-
(DVD)

ADHD: What Do We Know? RUSSELL A. BARKLEY- 1992

ADHD: What Can We Do? RUSSELL A. BARKLEY - 1992

ADHD: A NEW LOOK AT. RUSSELL A. BARKLEY-2004

Adolescent Treatment Approaches NCADI -1997 - (DVD)

Adoption NELDA BEARD-1989

After Stonewall

Against All Odds: Inside Statistics CHEDD-ANGIER (13 tapes) 1997

Aging in the Eighties MAGGIE KUHN 1980

Aging Successfully: It's Your Choice, Scott and White

The Agony of Ecstasy Investigative Reports (AandE)-1996

A Hard Straight (a documentary about doing time on the outside) DVD

AIDS: Changing The Rules - WETA TV -1990 - (DVD)

Alcohol and Cocaine: The Secret of Addiction ABC News BILL
BLAKEMORE

Alternative Perspectives on Planning DR. ROBERT MAYER 1976

America, Beyond the Color Line Two tapes - (DVD)

Americano as Apple Pie Series: The Blending of Culture and Yearning to
BeThe Latino Experience/Influence 2001 - (DVD)
America’s War on Drugs: Searching for Solutions JOHN STOSSEL ABC News 1994 - (DVD)

Angels Watch Over Me- Re: Family w/AIDS- (DVD)

Are You a Racist? BBC 1989 - (DVD)

Assault on Gay America-Front Line (PBS) 60 Min.

Assertive Training: The Teaching of Appropriate Behavior DR. MICHAEL SERBER

Assessment NIDA 1997- (DVD)

Attachment and Loss (Tapes A and B) JOHN BOWLBY, M.D. - (DVD)

Austin's Black Heritage: Your Roots Run Deep Right Here AISD-1983

Austin's Parents Anonymous Group

Avoiding Conflict: Dispute Resolution Without Violence JED DUVALL 1994 - (DVD)

Basic Counseling Responses JAMES H. HANEY and JACQUELIN LEIBSOHN - 1999

Basic Influencing Skills (10 programs with Manual) IVEY, GLUCSTERN, IVY and ROBERTS 1997 - (DVD)

Basic Interviewing Skills-1996 Mayadas and Rodriguez, UT Arlington-VHS/D

Before and After Stonewall 2 separate tapes. One is 87 min. the other is 88 min. - (DVD)

Behavioral Methods for Foster Care EILEEN GAMBRILL - 1978

Behavioral Treatment of Autistic Children IVAR LOVAAS 1993 - (DVD)

Being Black in White America TED KOPPEL Night Line

Beyond Black and White EDDIE ALPERT 1975 - (DVD)

Big City Trail The Urban Indians of Texas
Big Mama 2000 - (DVD)
Bilingual, Bicultural Mental Health Services NELDA CHAVEZ - 1977
Birth of a Composer FREDERICK PERLS - 1989
Black and White America Films for the Humanities - (DVD)
Black America and the Education Crisis 2001 - (DVD)
Black and White America - 1987
Black Skin: White Mask - FRANZ FANON 1995 - (DVD)
Blending of Culture: Latino Influence on America (30 Min.) - 2001
Blue Eyed JANE ELLIOTT 1995- (DVD)
Bonnie Tapes (Mental Illness in the Family) 3 tapes, My Sister is Mentally Ill, Recovering from Mental Illness, and Mental Illness in the Family - 1997
Boundary Dilemmas in Supervision MARILYN PETERSON (29 Min.) 1995
The Brain (8 - 1 hour programs) Annenberg PCB Films 1984 -1989 - (DVD)
Brief Solution-Focused Therapy in Health Care/4 tapes JANE PARKER, University of Houston - 1998
Bringing Justice Home Alliance for Justice 25 min.
Broken Child- Case Studies of Child Abuse -2001 - (DVD)
Brother Earl's Street Talk GERALD T. ROGERS (55 Min.)
Bubbeh Lee and Me, ANDY ABRAHAMS WILSON 1999- (DVD)
Calamity Jane
Carved From the Heart (Portrait of Grief) ELLEN FRANKENSTEIN, LOUISE BRADY - 1999
A Celebration of Hispanic Heritage AISD 1988
Chalk Talk on Alcohol, Revised, With FATHER JOSEPH C. MARTIN
Challenges in Cross-Cultural Supervision, KAISER, KUECHLER and BARRETTA-HERMAN, Univ. St.Thomas - 2000
Challenge of Schizophrenia, The by DR. FRED FRESE
Hanging Lives - (DVD)
Changing Perspectives on Man, HELEN PERLMAN
Checking It Out: Heavy Metal, HECTOR GALAN Productions
Children of the Camps NAATA Dist. 2000
Child Centered Play Therapy GARY LANDRETH
A Child's Grief
Choices for the Future: Living the Sacred Circle: Healing Time (Four Worlds Development) In THE HONOR OF ALL - 1992
Chrysalis '86 - The development of a therapeutic group. - 1986
Circle of Life Alabama Coushattas
Circle of Recovery with BILL MOYERS
Clarksville KLRN This Week w/Cheryl Jackson
Close to Home - BILL MOYERS (5 part series) Portrait of Addiction 1998- (DVD)
Color-Blind- Fighting Racism in Schools - 2001
Color of Fear, LEE MUN WAH - 1996
Coming to the Country (Rural Social Work)
Commanding Heights-The Battle for the World Economy
Common Problems in Parent Groups: Finding and Resolving Them SHELDON ROSE
Communication Video, The -SYLVIA CARY (Working the Program) (Powerlessness) (Turning It Over), (Working the Steps) (The Sponsor Video) and (The Spirituality Video) - 1992

Community Intervention (2 tapes) JACK ROTHMAN

Community Psychology and the Elderly, MARGARET GATZ

 Conducting an HIV Parent Support Group National Cancer Institute

Conversations on Casework with HELEN PERLMAN

Conversation with GLORIA NAYLOR

Conversation with ALLEN PINCUS

Conversation with ALICE WALKER - (DVD)

Crack Cocaine Crisis, The: Implications for Child Abuse - 1993

Creating A Healing Relationship w/DR. SUE JOHNSON - 2004

Criminal Justice System, The: A Critical Overview, DR. JOHN KAPLAN

Cruel Spirits: Alcohol and Violence MTI Films 1989

Current Developments in Behavioral Intervention, DR. EDWIN J. THOMAS

A Daughter Who Needs a Mother HARRY APONTE - 1993

Day Care MARGIE HALE

Day's Work, A Day's Pay, JONATHAN SKURNIK and KATHY LEICHTER 2001- (DVD)

Dealing With Addictions

Dealing with Relationships - (DVD)

Death In the Family ROBERT NEIMEYER - (DVD)

Decisions that Shook the World (Re: Lyndon B. Johnson)- (DVD)

Democratic Promise, The: SAUL ALINSKY and his Legacy, UC Berkeley
Designer Drugs and Human Physiology: Crack, Cocaine, Methamphetamines, 1993 - (DVD)

Developmental Research: A New Paradigm, EDWIN J. THOMAS

Diagnosis According to the DSM-IV Programs I, II, and III 2002 - (DVD)

Disease Concept of Alcoholism

Domestic Violence: Faces of Fear, PBS

Drinking and Driving: The Toll, The Tears. 1989

Driving To Utopia Bereavement of Women and approach to aging

Drug Abuse and the Brain NIDA - 1997

Drug Abuse and Dual Diagnosis, NCADI

DSM IV Clinical Vignettes - (DVD)

Dual Diagnosis

DuBois, W.E.B. - (DVD)

DWI Deadliest Weapon in America

Dying To Be Thin NOVA 2003 D

Ellis/Szasz Debate: Mental Illness, Fact or Myth? - (DVD)

EMDR For Trauma: Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing APA- FRANCINE SHAPIRO- (DVD)

Emotionally Focused Therapy for Couples w/DR. SUE JOHNSON, 3 tapes, Creating a Healing Relationship, Healing Broken Bonds, Shaping Change Events

Employee Assistance Program, FLI Learning Systems

Erik H. Erikson: A Life's Work-Narrated by Margaret Brennan-Gibson - 1994
Essentials of Play Therapy with Abused Children, ELIANA GILL - 1998

Ethnic Notions-Black People in White Minds, Calif. Newsreel - (DVD)

Everybody Rides The Carousel- JOHN and FAITH HUBLEY 1992- (DVD)

Evolution of a Group (w/workbook), COREY, COREY and HAYNES 1999- (DVD)

Exploration in Hypnosis and Therapy: MILTON H. ERIKSON, M.D.

Face to Face: Commonalities in Addiction, MR. HARRIGAN - 1987

Faces of Change: Social Work in the New Millennium, CSWE- (DVD)

Faces of Fear - (DVD)

Failing John- (DVD)

Families First with BILL MOYERS

Family Communication: Assessment and Modification, EDWIN J. THOMAS

Family Dynamics: Training for Mental Health Professionals, DR. JERRY LEWIS

A Family in Crisis: VIRGINIA SATIR

Family Secrets: Implications for Theory and Therapy, EVAN IMBER-BLACK 2001 - (DVD)

Family Services Training Program, Part I, II, and II- DAVID KATZ

Father Martin's Chalk Talk Revised (45 Min.) - 1990

Federal Policy Toward the Aging: Its Inadequacies and Its Politics

Feminist Family Therapy: MARIANNE WALTERS 2001 - (DVD)

Finding Christa, KLRU

Forgotten Americans, The (Colonias) (Narrated by HENRY
CISNEROS/Hector Galan Films) - (DVD)
Foster Care (Films for the Humanities) 2001- (DVD)
Foster Care, SONJA BERRY- (DVD)
Four World's Development Project
Fritz: A Lyrical Portrait, Filmed at Esalen Institute
Game Over: Gender, Race and Violence in Video Games
Gatekeepers
The Gender Tango Women: A True Story 1999
The Genetics of Alcoholism #3
Gillette Street (30 Min)
GLOBALIZATION: Winners and Losers
Guideposts to Self-Discovery, Texas Women’s Committee
A Hard Straight GORO TOSHIMA - (DVD)
Healing Broken BondsSUSAN JOHNSON - 2004
Health Care and Social Service Needs of the Black Elderly, U.T. Austin
Health Care: Your Money or Your Life, JOHN ALPERT (120 Min.)
Helping Process in Social Work (Part I -53 Min) (Part II 38 Min.)
Heroin and Human Physiology-Aims Human Physiology Series 1993-(DVD)
High Price of Health, The, Insight Media) 60 Min.- (DVD)
Holding Ground: The Rebirth of Dudley Street 58 Min.- (DVD)
Homemakers Services TERRY RAUSCHUBER LORIE ATKINS
Homes and Hands: Community Land Trusts in Action COHEN and CHARNOFF-2000- (DVD)
Honor of All, TheFOUR WORLDS DEVELOPMENT 1993- (DVD)
How biased are You? A Discovery Channel Video 2001- (DVD)
Human Condition: In Human Terms D
Insight Media re: Medical Social Work 30 Min.
Human Development: (1) Physical Growth and Motor Development, (2) Emotional and Social Development, (3) Cognitive Development, (4) Compliance, Self Control and Pro-social Development
A Humanistic Approach to Group Work Practice EMANUEL TROPP
Human Sexuality
I am Joaquin
I'd Hear Laughter - (DVD)
I Have A Dream M.L. KING 25 Min. - 1993
Implosive Therapy: Overview of Process Characteristics
I Need a Friend: Kids Talk About the AIDS Virus
Influencing Human Interaction DR. NORMAN KAGAN 60 Min.
Inheriting Alcoholism (Body Watch) 1989
In Remembrance of Martin - (DVD)
In Search of Common Ground (Remaking Public Policy on Human Life Issues)
Insight: Rural Social Work 12 Min.
Institutional Inroads: The Why and Theory of Doing (2 tapes) - 1996
Intake and Emergency Services BARBARA ANDERSON and KATIE CAOVETTE
Integrating Acceptance and Change - 1993 NEIL JACOBSON
Interpersonal Process Recall NORMAN KAGAN
Interview for Gerontology Conference KATHY GRIFFITH
Interview of SELMA BURKE
Interview of EMMA RIPKEY
Interview of MARK ROTHE
Interview of DR. IRVING YALOM
Interviewing for Solutions-PETER DE JONG 7 INSOO KIM BERG
Interviewing In ActionRelationship, Process and Change, BIANCA MURPHY and CAROLYN DILLON
Irreconcilable DifferencesINSOO KIM BERG
I'd Hear Laughter INSOO KIM BERG
Jason-The Way We Live Today Family w/AIDS
Juchatin Queer Parade
Kids Out of Control Films for the Humanities
La Familia: Cultural Diversity and Its Implications of Social Work Practice
Last Man Standing (Politics Texas Style) - (DVD)
Legacies of Social Change NASW/CSWW 50-Min. - 2002
Legacy NICKOLE C. PIERRE 90-Min. - 2001
Legacy of Childhood Trauma: Not Always What They Seem Research Press - (DVD)
Legal Aids
Letters From the Other Side DVD- 73 Min.- (DVD)
Life Under the Influence - 1989
Life Story of an African-American Woman Living with Aids, MODESTE, WENDI
Living With Pride: RUTH ELLIS
Looking for Yesterday - Validation Therapy
Los Que Curan
The Lost Boy VIRGINIA SATIR - 1995
Los Trabajadores/The Workers - (DVD)
Love Lab, The JOHN GOTTMAN 2004
Mario's Gang
Medical Aspects of Alcoholism (3 Tapes) DR. RALPH COMER
Medical and Social Service Needs of the Black Elderly DR. R. WRIGHT
Men and Emotions
Mental Illness in the Family (THE BONNIE TAPES) - 1997
Micro-counseling Series (4 tapes) Univ. of Iowa (10 segments)
Miles From the Border ELLEN FRANKENSTEIN
The Mind: Addiction/ with GEORGE PAGE
Mixed Anxiety and Depression: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach
Mobilizing the Latino Community ERNEST J. CORTES, JR. (THE MOYERS COLLECTION)
Motivational Interviewing 6 tapes Univ. Of New Mexico - 1991
Multicultural Counseling (2 tapes with Manuals) Issues of Ethnic Diversity - (DVD)
My America (or honk if you love Buddha) RENEE TAJIMA-PEA
My sister is Mentally Ill The Bonnie Tapes- 1997
Myths About Human Sexuality Contributed by Scientific Research, SOL GORDON 60-Min.
Myths and Realities of Social Security WILBUR COHEN 35-Min.

Narrative Therapy STEPHEN MADIGAN (Family Therapy W/The Experts) 2002- (DVD)

National HIV Therapy

National Institute on Drug Abuse Assessment

National Parents Anonymous

New Harvest, Old Shame, (undocumented workers) EDWARD R. MURROW- (DVD)

New View of Self

No Grapes (Toxic Farming)- (DVD)

Not Without Hope 30 Min.

Nutrition and Alcoholism Part 1 and 2 ROSEANN KUTSCHKE

Nuyorcan Dream

Object Relations Couple Therapy

Once Upon a Time Welfare Made a Difference - 2003

On Our Own Terms BILL MOYERS on Death and Dying 4 Tapes 2001- (DVD)

Power of Illusions

On The Home Front: The Influence of Family

On Social Security WILBUR COHEN 60-Min.

Panic Disorder: Stories of Hope, NIMH 19 Min. - 1995


Parents Anonymous-Portrait of a Self-Help Group 28 Min
Parent Training Program, ELSIE PINKSTON 1978 28 Min
Pavlov: The Conditioned Reflex Films for the Humanities - 1996
People Like Us Social Class in America CAN-124 Min.
People of the Sun Alabama Coushattas
Perceiving and Believing with ED ASNER
Perception and Problem Solving ALLEN PINCUS and MICHAEL HEMSI
Perfect Illusions Eating Disorders and the Family - 2003
Personality Disorders (4 tapes) - 2002
Play Therapy NANCY LEFF 43 Min.
Play Therapy with a 6-year old. APA- JANE ANNUNZIATA
Pockets of Hate Films for the Humanities
Policy and the Family J.B. BRANNON 46 Min.
Politics Texas Style - (DVD)
Portrait of a Family with AIDS If AIDS is So Bad, How Come We Don't Know Anybody Who Has It?
Portrait of Social Welfare 41 Min.
Postcards from the Future Women: A True Story - 1999
Powerlessness: The First Step FATHER TERRY RICHEY 30 Min. 1992
The Power of Myth (BILL MOYERS 5 tapes)
The Prejudice Film with DAVID HARTMAN 32 Min.
Professional Choices - Ethics at Work NASW
Programs in Texas for the Mentally Retarded 60-Min.
Promises to Keep KLRU Documentary LAURA BROWN
Psychology: Approaches to Therapy - (DVD)
Psychotherapy Of Children With Conduct Disorders Using Games and Stories-APA-RICHARD GARDNER - (DVD)
Public Assistance Programs
Race: The Power of an Illusion (Three episodes) - 2003
Recovering from Mental Illness (Bonnie Tapes) 1997
RET On: Addictions
RET On: Anger and Hostility ALBERT ELLIS
RET On: Anxiety ALBERT ELLIS
RET On: Concurrent Emotional Disorders Case Study
RET On: Dealing With Parent/Child Conflicts
RET On: Demo of a Young Girl with a Problem of Loneliness/A. ELLIS - Case Study
RET On: Depression ALBERT ELLIS
RET On: Diet/Exercise ALBERT ELLIS Case Study
RET On: Expressive, Emotive and Evocative Treatment Methods-Albert ELLIS
RET On: Group Therapy Demonstration ALBERT ELLIS Case Study
RET On: Head Injury - Case Study
RET On: Loneliness ALBERT ELLIS Case Study
RET On: New Advances
RET On: Older Parents ALBERT ELLIS - Case Study
RET On: Public Speaking ALBERT ELLIS - Case Study
RET On: Raising an Emotionally Healthy, Happy Child ALBERT ELLIS
RET With Recovering Alcoholics- ALBERT ELLIS
RET On: Therapy With Individuals and Groups ALBERT ELLIS
RET On: Treatment of Sexual Dysfunction ALBERT ELLIS
Rational Planning Process in Human Services Delivery ROBERT MAYER
Recovering from Mental Illness (The Bonnie Tapes)
Report on Austin Center for Battered Women
Return to Crack Street CBS News
Rise and Fall of Jim Crow 2003
Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson Part I - (DVD)
Road To Brown, The - 2003
Role of the Church in the Black Community
Rural Communities: Legacy and Change 13 Segments, 7 tapes Annenberg CPB films 1999
Satir Therapy with JEAN MCLENDON (Family Therapy W/The Experts) 90 Min. 2002
Scared Silent: Child Abuse OPRAH WINFREY
Searching For Family: Moments In The Lives Of Children In Foster Care
Seasons of Life: Childhood through Late Adulthood 5 tapes D
Secrets of the Wild Child - (DVD)
Secular Organization for Sobriety (SOS)
Seeking Solutions with HEDRICK SMITH (3 tapes) #1 Teen Violence #2 Community Crime #3 Hate Crime 1999 - (DVD)
Service Delivery to Mexican Americans
Sexual Abuse of Children 50 Min.
Shame: with CLAUDIA BLACK

Shaping Change Events with DR. SUE JOHNSON - 2004

Shooting Stars R. STARZECPYZEL (Group treatment of 5 men with aids) - 1996


Skin Deep: College Students Face Racism REGINALD WILSON - (DVD)

The Smell of Burning Ants 1997- (DVD)

Sobriety Priority, The 1993

Social Services and the Public Interest: What's at Stake? JOHN B. TURNER

On Social Security: OASDI and SSI 40 Min. ANNA BISHOP

Social Welfare Legislation as it Affects Drug and Alcohol Abuse Programs in Texas


Soc. Wk. Practice: Problem Oriented Model of Social Group Work Self Instruct. Part I CLAY SHORKEY

Soc. Wk. Practice: Problem Oriented Model of Social Group Work Part V Case Illustration SAM CANGELOSI


Social Worker as Witness, The
Soft is the Heart of a Child Hazelden - 1993
Solution Oriented Therapy with BILL O'HANLON (Family Experts) - 2002
SOS Group Leader's Guide - The Video Inquirer's Media - 1993
Spirituality BARBARA LIKERS - 1992
Spirituality and Religion in Social Work Practice - 2002
The Sponsor JAMES CROSSEN - 1992
SSW Conference PAULA ALLEN-MEARS
Step by Step U.T. Arlington
Step 1 and 2: JOE MCQUANY
Stopping Drugs #1, Front Line: HECTOR GALAN Films.
Strange Fruit - 2003
Strategies for Community Mental Health Services: The Role of Social Work
Stress PAT THOMKINS and SALLY CROCKER 26 Min. w/slides
Structural Therapy (H. APONTE) - 2001
Success Story INSOO BERG and STEVE DESHAZER - 1993
Supporting the Child and Family when the Adoption is Racially or Culturally Diverse - 1995
Surviving the System (Insight Media) re: Medical Survivors of Trauma and Abuse APA-LAURA BROWN
SWEATT Symposium; March 30, 1989
Task-Centered Casework I: Overview of the Model WILLIAM J. REID
Task-Centered Casework II: Case Illustration LAURA EPSTEIN
Techniques of Play Therapy: A Clinical Demonstration, Nancy Webb
The Texas Adult Probation Commission JIM MCDONOUGH 35 Min.
Texas Women's Hall of Fame
Therapeutic Community; History and Overview D. Theory and Research - (DVD)
Therapeutic Techniques for Hispanic, Black and American Indian clients
Three Approaches to Psychotherapy Frederick Perls ("Gloria" Interview)
Title XX: An Overview M. BRUCE
Toward a Greater Understanding of the Black Family
Treating Borderline Personality Disorder: The Dialectical Approach MARSHA LINEHAN
Treatment Issues for Women NIDA - 1997
Tres Madres H. APONTE
Troop 1500 - (DVD)
Turning it Over: Step Three FATHER TERRY RICHEY 1992
Turning Toward the Morning Parents Who Have Lost Children
Twelve Steps...The Video GERALD T. ROGERS PRODUCTION - 1989
Understanding Borderline Personality Disorder: The Dialectic Approach - (DVD)
Understanding Group Psychotherapy (4 programs) IRVING YALOM-1993
Unfolding the Laundry SALVADOR MINUCHIN - 1995
Unlocking the Heart of Adoption SHEILA GANZ - 2004
Uppers, Downers, All Arounders" CNS Productions - 1993
Using the ASI National Inst. On Drug Abuse
Using Interviewing in Action: Process and Practice BIANCA CODY MURPHY
Validating Allegations of Sexual Abuse w/JOHN CONTE
Walking Us Home the Hospice Experience
We're almost Home Now Re: Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (dying children)
What Can We Do About Violence? BILL MOYERS
What Do Social Workers Do?
Whatever Happened to Group Work? EMANUEL TROPP
When Children Grieve SUE and CHURCHILL MEDRA
When the Chips are Down
Where We've Gone Four World's Development (The Honor of All)
Who Remembers Mama? CYNTHIA and ALLEN MONDELL
Who's In Charge Here? LOU ANN KEATING
Who's In the Kitchen: Helping Men to Move Toward the Center of the Family Life- 2001
Why Am I Here? Engaging the Reluctant Client (CC) VHS and DVD
Why Can't We Be A Family Again? - 2003
Women: A True Story: The Gender Tango, Post Cards from the Future, and Six Generations of Suffragettes
Women for Sobriety (4 tapes) DR. JEAN KIRKPATRICK - 1993
The Women of Hull-House - 1992
Work With the Terminally Ill: An Interview With MARK ROTHE
Working the Program - 1992
Working the Steps: 1-12 JAMES CROSSEN - 1992
Working with African American Families JUALYNNE E. DODSON
Working With Groups: A Behavioral Approach
Working With Men Survivors of Trauma and Abuse LAURA S. BROWN - (DVD)
You May Call Her Madam Secretary Vinyard Productions 1989
Yearning To Be - 2001
The Youth Advocacy Program
Zuni, Navajo

Videos Stored In The Humidity Room (Available by Request)

Body Watch: Inheriting Alcoholism
The Colorado Experience in Providing Bilingual, Bicultural Mental Health Services
Drugs and the Elderly
Evaluation: Federal and State Perspectives
Exercises for the Aged, KARL KLEIN
Federalist Society/ Welfare debate
Functional Approach to Social Work Practice, 1977 Mary Carswell
Guthrie Health Council Beginnings, Vanderbilt University, 1970
Influencing Human Interaction Dr. Norman Kagan
Institutional Child Abuse and Neglect 1980 No summary
La Misa Por Columbia No summary
Life's First Feelings NOVA
Look at Black Families in Austin ADA SIMOND
Pharmacology of Alcohol Carl Erickson
Research Symposium w/David Austin (4 tapes)
Heman Sweatt Symposium (5 tapes)
TASC: An Alternative Probation Program For Drug Offenders, Patricia Davis 1978

Working with Hispanic Offenders AL MATA
Working with Minority At Risk Youth EDITH FREEMAN - 1992